The plant shoot apical meristem holds a stem cell niche from which all aerial organs originate. Using a computational approach we show that a mixture of monomers and heterodimers of the transcription factors WUSCHEL and HAIRY MERISTEM is sufficient to pattern the stem cell niche, and predict that immobile heterodimers form a regulatory 'pocket' surrounding the stem cells. The model achieves to reproduce an array of perturbations, including mutants and tissue size modifications. We also show its ability to reproduce the recently observed dynamical shift of the stem cell niche during the development of an axillary meristem.
Introduction
proteins undergo passive diffusion-like transport (between cells) in the tissue [5, 19] . Finally, WUS monomers 68 activate the expression of CLV3 while WUS-HAM heterodimers repress the expression, and CLV3 peptides 69 can move in the tissue and repress the expression of WUS. and HAM on a color scale varying from blue (no expression) to green (optimisation target expression) to red (twice the target expression). HAM-WUS dimers and WUS monomers are plotted on a relative color scale varying from blue (minimal concentration) to red (maximal concentration). Additionally the outline of the pocket formed by the HAM-WUS dimers is displayed (smaller meristems), in blue are concentrations below the maximal value found in the epidermis and in red are concentrations above this value.
The SAM geometry is described as a half disk, the curved part of its perimeter representing the epidermis 71 and its flat part the connection with the plant stem. This representation allows for simple deformations to 72 mimic SAM size and shape dynamics upon mutations or growth condition variations. Model parameters are 73 optimised to reproduce manually defined domains approximating experimental expression for WUS, HAM 74 and CLV3 at equilibrium (Materials and methods, Fig. S1 ). 75 Notably, the model achieves to reproduce the expression domains of WUS, HAM and CLV3, and multiple 76 successful parameter values are found with the optimisation procedure ( Fig. 2B ). Three broadly different 77 behaviours were identified in the resulting parameter sets. In two of them, the HAM-WUS heterodimers 78 organize in a pocket surrounding the stem cell niche (miniature meristems in Fig. 2B ). One case shows WUS 79 monomer concentration peaking in the WUS expression domain, the expression domain of CLV3 is in this 80 case thus mostly delimitated by the repressing HAM-WUS heterodimers; this behaviour will be referred to as 81 "pocket repressor" in the following. The second behaviour displaying a pocket of heterodimers sees WUS 82 monomer concentration peaking in the stem cell domain, directly activating CLV3 and the WUS activation 83 plays a prominent role in delineating the CLV3 domain; this behaviour is named "pocket activator". Finally, 84 the last scenario results in the concentration of all actors of the system peaking along the central vertical axis 85 of the meristem and will be referred to as "central axis". Similarly to "pocket activator", this last case sees 86 WUS monomers peaking in the CLV3 domain. The three categories can be separated in planar projections of 87 the parameter space ( Fig. S2 ).
88
As all three alternative behaviours can explain the wild type gene expression domains in the SAM, further 89 analysis is required to assess their biological relevance.
90
The behaviour of the system hinges on protein differential mobility 91 First, we analysed the differences between the defined solutions in terms of predicted protein monomer and 92 dimer mobilities. At equilibrium, the shape of the gradient formed by a diffusing molecule is controlled by 93 the ratio between its diffusion rate and consumption rate. As described in [13] , the epidermis originating 94 morphogenes with a ratio favouring diffusion form a shallow gradient (i.e. cytokinin, acting at long range), 95 while those favouring degradation fall sharply (i.e. the short range AHK repressor). Together these signals 96 form the incoherent feed-forward regulation of WUS generating the adaptive scaling of the expression domain 97 to the size of the meristem.
98
In the model, WUS and HAM monomers influence the mobility of each other. Indeed, if a WUS monomer 99 is in the presence of sufficient HAM monomers, rather than diffusing, it will likely be recruited to form a 100 dimer. This also applies to HAM monomers in the presence of a large amount of WUS monomers. As the 101 WUS and HAM expression domains are different, the mobility of the monomers is influenced by their location 102 within the meristem. HAM-WUS heterodimers are consumed by degradation and dissociation. The efficiency 103 of those two reactions is not influenced by secondary species, nor is their diffusion rate; the moblility of the 104 dimers does not vary across the tissue. We can achieve a good separation of the classes within the mobility 105 parameter space (6 parameters), showing the relevance of this concept to compare the possible behaviours 106 ( Fig. S3 ).
107
We analysed the mobility of the two monomers and the dimer across the central axis of the SAM (Fig. 3 ). 108
For each of the three categories, and as expected, WUS monomers are more mobile close to the apex of the 109 tissue, where relatively little HAM is found, compared to close to the stem, where HAM is expressed. The 110 opposite holds true for HAM monomers for all three categories as HAM monomers are more mobile close 111 to the stem than they are at the apex. However, the three categories can be differentiated when monomer 112 mobility is compared to dimer dynamics. In the "central axis" category, dimers are the most mobile of the 113 Fig 3: Monomer and dimer mobility. The dimer mobility is computed following D g+b and monomer mobility following D g+f [P ] with D the diffusion rate of the considered molecule, g its degradation rate, b dimers dissociation rate, f dimers formation rate and [P ] the concentration of the monomeric partner of the considered monomer. For all three panels, the y axis is the mobility on a logarithmic scale, the x axis is the central axis of the meristem, with the stem to the left and the apex to the right. For each considered molecule (WUS: red, HAM: green, HAM-WUS: blue), and each position, the mobility value is presented as a boxplot encompassing all optimised parameters belonging to one of the three parameter set categories. three species. For the "pocket repressor" category, dimers are the least mobile species. For the "pocket 114 activator" category, the dimer mobility is between the maximum and minimum mobility of both dimers.
115
It has been suggested that WUS moves between cells via the plasmodesmata, and that the size (e.g. 116 number of GFP connected to WUS) can be restrictive for the mobility [5, 19] . Given this, the fast moving 117 dimers observed in the "central axis" category would be a less likely scenario.
Perturbations expose behavioural differences between model categories 119
Next, we explored various perturbations of the system to expose possible variations in the response of the 120 three different categories. In particular we implemented models representing clv, ham and pCLV3::WUS 121 mutants along with changes of the tissue size. These perturbations are selected for having interesting changes 122 to CLV3 and WUS expression domains and characteristic changes in meristem size and shape ( Fig. 4 ).
123

Fig 4:
Perturbation examples. Each panel plots either the expression of WUS or CLV3 in various scenarios (wild type, clavata, ham, pCLV3::WUS and large meristem) using an example parameter set from the "pocket repressor" category and where parameters have been adjusted to represent the mutants (Material and Methods). The colour map for wild type, clavata and large meristems is the same, varying from blue (no expression) to red (twice the wild type target expression for optimisations (green) and any value above). The colour map in the ham and pCLV3::WUS scenarios varies between blue and red (minimum and maximum gene expression in the considered settings).
is the ability to reproduce the clavata mutants. Abolishing the feedback between CLV3 and WUS yields 125 fasciated meristems showing a reorganisation of gene expression domains; CLV3 and WUS are expressed in 126 two band like domains spanning the entirety of the upper cell layers of the expanded tissue [13, 20] (with 127 CLV3 expression in the 3 to 4 first cell layers and WUS expression from the 3rd cell layer, the genes notably 128 overlap in the third cell layer).
129
To investigate the mutant behavior across parameter values for the three categories, the expression of 130 CLV3 and WUS in WT and in a clavata fasciated meristem was analysed along the central axis ( Fig. 5 ). 131
Little differentiates the three categories, and all display an increase of the expression of both genes. If 132 analysed in more detail, the spatial overlap of the two gene expression domains is however generally larger in 133 the "central axis" and "pocket activator" categories (high CLV3 expression through more than half the WUS 134 domain) than it is for "pocket repressor", where the latter category presents on average a behaviour closer to 135 observations [13]. another critical feature for the model to achieve. We analysed the relative expression of CLV3 and WUS 138 along the central axis of the meristem in simulations where the expression of HAM is null ( Fig. 6 ). All 139 three model categories have parameter values from the optimisation that can achieve a central expression of 140 CLV3. Within each category, however, the domain is more or less broad and in some cases the domain even 141 encompasses the whole tissue. The expression of WUS, activated by its epidermal incoherent feed-forward 142 motif, is always expressed in a central domain. Due to the overlapping expression of CLV3, repression 143 increases and WUS is consistently less expressed compared to wild type. Existing data does not suggest a 144 massive drop of WUS expression in ham mutants, suggesting that either the mutation affects components of 145 the system not modelled in this study (such as CLV3 receptors) or that the CLV3 effect on WUS expression 146 is somehow buffered, as previously suggested [21] . 147 Fig 6: ham meristems. The expression of WUS (red) and CLV3 (blue) along the central axis of the meristem is plotted for the ham scenario. Each line of each plot presents a parameter set and the gene expressions are scaled between 0 and 1 (minimum and maximum expression in the studied parameter set). Simulations were run on the wild type meristem shape. The transparency of the lines is adjusted in each panel for better display.
A third mutant with an interesting and non-trivial phenotype is the pCLV3::WUS described in [22] . 148
Plants in which WUS expression is driven by CLV3 promoter exhibit a massively enlarged meristem in 149 which both CLV3 and WUS are expressed in the three outermost cell layers of the tissue. While the direct 150 activation of CLV3 by an hypothetical L1 originating morphogen provides a straightforward way of achieving 151 this behaviour [6, 13] , it is not obviously the case when WUS and HAM interactions control the activity of 152 the CLV3 promoter. The characteristic expression domains of CLV3 and WUS in this mutant can also be 153 displayed along the central axis ( Fig. 7) . Notably, a large proportion of the "pocket repressor" models achieve 154 a correct representation of the experimental data, yet many of them fail the test and result in a situation 155 where both genes are expressed at high levels across the whole tissue. The two other categories display 156 such flat expression behaviour in a majority of the parameter values, and when they achieve an expression 157 constrained to the outer cell layers, they do encompass more layers compared to what is seen in experimental 158 data. Once again, the "pocket repressor" models fit data more closely than the other categories.
159
Finally, we tested the resilience of the wild type models to an increase of the tissue size ( The various mutants explored show a variety a behaviours for each of the categories, with the "pocket 165
repressor" category generally achieving the best results. In order to assess the ability of a single subset of 166
parameters to correctly describe all tested behaviours, we singled out the parameter sets best describing 167 the pCLV3::WUS mutant ( Fig. 9 , designated as "pocket repressor +"). When the "pocket repressor +" 168 parameter sets were tested against the other mutants, they also proved more successful than the rest of the 169 category ("pocket repressor -"). We further explored the mobility of the monomers and dimers for these two 170 categories (Fig. 10) . The "pocket repressor +" parameter sets are the parameter sets exhibiting the traits 171 separating the three original categories to the strongest extent; the dimers are the least mobile and display a 172 large mobility differential with the monomers. with D the diffusion rate of the considered molecule, g its degradation rate, b dimers dissociation rate, f dimers formation rate and [P ] the concentration of the monomeric partner of the considered monomer. For all three panels, the y axis is the mobility on a logarithmic scale, the x axis is the central axis of the meristem, with the stem to the left and the apex to the right. For each considered molecule (WUS: red, HAM: green, HAM-WUS: blue), and each position, the mobility value is presented as a boxplot encompassing all optimised parameters belonging to one of the three parameter set categories.
The position of CLV3 shifts as HAM concentration varies.
Recent studies have stressed the dynamics of CLV3 expression, providing interesting test cases for the HAM 175 based model. Notably, during the development of axillary meristems in the leaf axils, a WUS domain is 176 established centrally in the tissue followed by an overlapping CLV3 domain. As the meristem matures, the 177 CLV3 domain gradually shifts from its central position to the tip of the organ [23]. The WUS -HAM model 178 can reproduce this shifting behaviour of CLV3 expression by manipulating HAM production ( Fig. 11 ). This 179 suggests that during the development of axillary meristem the WUS and CLV3 domains are first established, 180 followed by a gradual expression of HAM proteins. As the HAM s reach their normal expression, the CLV3 181 domain shifts from the center of the organ to its tip. This observation also relates to recent observations made in plants with an altered CLV3 promoter. As 183 WUS binding sites are deleted, the expression of CLV3 can be shifted to different locations between the apex 184 and the the center of the meristem [24] . The authors discuss multiple hypothesis to explain the phenomenon, 185 involving either WUS and WUS homodimers and/or possibly the involvement of the HAM proteins. Using 186 an optimisation approach similar to the one described for the WUS-HAM model (Materials and methods), 187 we were not able to achieve a correct patterning of CLV3 in models exclusively using WUS monomers and 188 homodimers when the number of dimensions of the geometrical template is higher than one (Fig. S4 ). This 189 leads us to favour the HAM-WUS hypothesis, compared to a WUS-WUS hypothesis as the main regulator of 190 CLV3 expression patterning.
The model is able to describe gene expression patterns on a realistic 3D meristem 192 geometry.
193
To confirm that a 3D geometry or meristem-specific cell neighbourhood topology does not affect the ability 194 of the model to explain the SAM patterning, we applied the developed optimisation strategy to a 3D 195 cell-segmented meristematic tissue [13] (Materials and methods). The description comprises cell volumes 196 and cell contact surfaces for a meristem and early flower primordia. Optimisations resulted in models that 197 successfully describe the gene expression of WUS, HAM and CLV3 (Fig. 12) , confirming that the regulatory 198 network in the model is sufficient to generate the SAM patterns. The size of the tissue makes optimisations 199 more difficult and prevents collecting enough parameter sets for a rigorous exploration of the parameter value 200 space. Still, all seven obtained parameter sets belonged to category "pocket repressor". While this analysis 201 does not refute that it is possible to find parameter sets of the other categories, this is an indication that the 202 "pocket repressor" category might be the best descriptor of existing data. 203 Fig 12: Realistic template. Example behaviour of a parameter set optimised on a realistic template. The gene expression colour map for genes is: blue for no expression, green for optimisation target expression, red for twice the target expression and any value above. The colour map for the monomers varies from blue (minimal concentration) to red (maximal concentration). In order to facilitate the visualisation of the pocket formed by the dimer, any value above the maximum dimer concentration in the L1 is displayed with red; blue indicates a low concentration.
Discussion
In this work, we show that two genes (WUS and HAM ) expressed within the inner layers of the meristematic 205 Due to the scarcity of available experimental data, we chose an exploratory strategy allowing, not only to 213 test the potential of the model to describe the stem cell niche, but also to explore various ways of doing so. Out 214 of three identified categories, one exhibits a more biologically probable behaviour. In the "pocket repressor" 215 category, where the HAM-WUS dimer forms a pocket repressing the expression of CLV3 both WUS and 216 HAM monomers are more mobile than the dimer they form. In the "pocket repressor +" sub-category, where 217 this diverging behaviour is even more pronounced, the model successfully represents a host of perturbations 218 of the system, including mutants and tissue size modifications; the other categories fail to consistently achieve 219 such results.
220
The main feature of the category of models able to reproduce experimental data is the repressing pocket 221 formed by the heterodimer of WUS and HAM. While the protein mobility fits well with data on WUS, which 222 have been shown to move between cells via plasmodesmata and where this movement is necessary for correct 223 meristem regulation [5, 19] , this has yet to be confirmed for HAM proteins. Immobile HAM proteins would 224 require a different expression pattern, closer to the repressing pocket, presently achieved via protein mobility. 225 Similarly, while WUS and HAM have been shown to have shared transcriptional targets [18] , an alternative 226 might be that HAM regulation comes solely from depleting part of the meristem from WUS monomers and 227 hence indirectly inactivating CLV3 expression. This can lead to a similar equilibrium regulation of CLV3 228 expression, but would more closely resemble the situation of the "pocket activator" than the "pocket repressor" 229 category of solutions, and hence direct repression by the dimer is predicted by the model. intensity: 160µmol m −2 s −1 ) until bolting stage. Imaging was performed as follows: the main inflorescence 247 meristem was cut, dissected under a binocular stereoscopic microscope to remove all the flowers down to 248 stage 3 (as defined in [25] ) and transferred to a box containing an apex culture medium (ACM) as described 249 in [26] . Meristems were imaged in water using a 20X long-distance water objective mounted on a LSM780 250 confocal microscope (Zeiss, Germany). Z-stacks of 2µm spacing were taken. Z-projections (Sum slices) and 251 orthogonal sections were performed using the ImageJ software (https://fiji.sc/).
252
The plant count for every conditions was: The following describes the differential equations defining the model, the structure used to represent the 263 meristem as well as the methods used to find the equilibrium of the system of differential equations and to 264 optimise model parameters. Methods for the latter are in large following previous work [13] . The section 265 first focuses on the methodology developed to optimise the two dimensional HAM-WUS model, then we 266 present the modifications to that methodology implemented to test the WUS-WUS model and to optimise the 267 HAM-WUS model on the segmented meristematic tissue. Software for all the algorithms described hereafter 268 and the resulting optimised parameter values are available http://gitlab.com/SLCU/TeamHJ/Jeremy/ham. 269
2D Meristem geometry and topology 270
A grid is used to represent the meristem (Fig. S1 ). Centered on the bottom left corner of the grid, a quarter 271 of a circle is drawn; if the center of a grid cell is located within the circle the cell will belong to the meristem 272 representation. 
Gene expression
287
WUS and HAM RNA production is modelled with Hill functions. For a set of N A activators A a and N I inhibitors I b , the concentration of a RNA X varies as
with V , the maximal rate of RNA production. The Hill constants k set the required concentration of activators or inhibitors to switch a gene between its active and inactive states. The Hill coefficients n control the slope of the transition between states. g X is the degradation rate of the RNA.The equilibrium of X is given by
The production of CLV3 RNA, C, is modelled following Shea-Ackers dynamics [27] . Considering a single binding site able to bind either WUS monomers, w, as activators or WUS-HAM dimers, d, as a inhibitors, the regulation is given by
with V C the maximal rate of transcription, k w and k d the association constants for the WUS monomer and 288 the WUS-HAM dimer. g C is the degradation rate of the RNA. The equilibrium concentration of CLV3 RNA 289 is given by
Molecular transport 291
Molecular movement between cells is modelled by a passive diffusion-like transport. Such diffusing molecules 292 are produced by a gene expression domain (WUS, CLV3, HAM ) or the L1. This domain is referred to as P , 293 a vector of cell RNA concentrations for gene expression or a vector of 1 or 0 indicating that a cell belongs to 294 the L1 or not. The domain is associated to a production rate p x for molecule species x.
295
The bottom cell layer of the tissue represents the sink, S. As for the L1, it is a vector of 1 and 0. In those 296 cells, diffusing molecules undergo degradation equal to their diffusion rate D x , approximating a continued 297 flux into the non-modeled tissue below the meristem. Diffusing molecules also undergo a passive degradation 298 of rate g x .
For a vector of concentration of a diffusing molecule x, we have
where ∆ is the Laplace operator; transport in the model is assumed to be passive.
301
For a cell i with n i neighbours j, the diffusion of x follows the discretised version
The equilibrium state of the considered molecule is found by solving
This is done with the sparse.linalg.spsolve function of the SciPy Python package. repressor (L a ), the HAM repressor (L h )). Each grid cell of the meristematic representation is described by 309
the following system of ten equations:
(1)
The geometric template used for optimisation includes 732 cells (i = 732), making the description of the 311 meristem a total of 7320 equations.
312
Parameter values 313
An multi-step model-specific optimisation strategy was designed to infer the parameter values of the model. 314
The main difference with the strategy presented in [13] is the dimerisation of HAM and WUS that introduces 315 additional non-linearities in the model; this step is solved with Newton's method.
316
The strategy, detailed afterwards, can be summed up as follows: vectors of diffusing molecule concentrations; the equilibrium computation is described in the Gene expression 334 section); note that WUS and HAM are computed with Hill functions while CLV3 uses Shea-Ackers.
335
Target expression domains for WUS, CLV3 and HAM1/HAM2 were manually defined on the optimisation 336 template (W t , C t and H t - Fig S5) . They are cell vectors containing ones (cells expressing the considered 337 gene) or zeros (cells not expressing the gene). in the L1.
341
The equilibrium for the WUS (W 1 ) domain is computed following:
The cost function minimises the difference between the equilibrium WUS domain and an increased target WUS domain (W t × 1.5):
where the values for W 1 and W t are from the individual cells i. 345 2) WUS expression domain The second step adds CLV3's effect on WUS ; the peptide is produced by the CLV3 target domain. The optimisation minimises the difference between the WUS domain and the WUS target domain. The equilibrium of the wild type WUS domain is given by
and the cost function is
Parameters k c , p c and D c are optimised, and n c = 2 and g c = 1 are kept constant (together with 346 parameters optimised in step 1).
347
3) CLV3 and HAM expression domains This step minimises the difference between CLV3 and 348 HAM1/HAM2 domains and their target domains C t and H t . After W and H equilibria are obtained, the 349 equilibrium for the non-linear w, h, d sub-system can be computed using Newton's method leading to the 350 equilibrium for C.
351
With F (x, W, H) the 3i length system containing equations (4), (5) and (6) for all cells, J(x, W, H) its (3i) 2 Jacobian matrix and N (F (x, W, H), J(x, W, H)) Newton's method applied to find the root of the three-equation system, the equilibrium of CLV3 and HAM is obtained as follows:
22
The cost function to minimise is given by
where we used a weight ω = 0.08. Optimised parameters are: 
The cost function is given by:
with weights ω 1 = 0.04 and
are re-optimised. 360 5) CLV3 peptide gradient In this step, the CLV3 peptide gradient produced by the CLV3 domain 361 optimised in the previous step is fitted to the gradient obtained in step 2) and produced by the target CLV3 362
domain.
363
C at equilibrium is computed following:
The cost function is given by
Parameters p c , D c and g c are optimised. After multiple optimisation runs, the parameters kept for further analysis are those where i (C −C t ) 2 < 15 368
when the system is in equilibrium.
369
WUS-WUS model 370
In order to test a model in which the combination of WUS monomers and WUS-WUS homodimers would 371 regulate the expression of CLV3, we used the same core model as previously described. 372 We removed the equations referring to HAM transcription and HAM monomer (equations 2 and 5). Finally the components of the optimisation procedure related to HAM expression were left out. Example 373 results obtained with this approach are presented in Fig. S4 .
374
Realistic template 375 The main difference for the 3D template compared to the two dimensional template is the use of cell volumes and cell contact surfaces as obtained from the segmentation of the confocal imaging of a meristem tissue [13] .
The equation controlling the molecular transport of x becomes:
for a cell i with n i neighbours j, with V i the volume of cell i and C ij the contact surface between cells i and 376 j. Hill coefficients from the optimisations in [13] were kept: n LcW = 7.25968619416, n LaW = 1.99109438845, 377 n c = 6.66419523049, and in addition n lH = 6 was fixed. Other parameter values were found by the same 378 optimisation strategy as used for the 2D templates.
Supporting information 447
Fig S1: Meristem geometry layout. Fig S2: The three categories of behaviour can be separated in the parameter space. The base 10 logarithm of parameter values were centered and scaled before running a linear discriminant analysis. The figure displays the projection of the parameter sets along the most discriminative directions. The linear discriminant analysis algorithm is from the scikit-learn python package. Fig S3: The three categories of behaviour can be separated in the parameter space of mobility parameters. The base 10 logarithm of mobility parameter values (D w , D h , D d , g w , g h , g d ) were centered and scaled before running a linear discriminant analysis. The figure displays the projection of the parameter sets along the most discriminative directions. The linear discriminant analysis algorithm is from the scikit-learn python package. Fig S4: Optimisation results for a model based entirely on WUS regulating CLV3. The optimisation procedure was adapted to test a model where WUS is the only regulator of CLV3 expression. The rows show three examples of the results obtained: in this scenario the best CLV3 expression is a faint hue covering the WUS expression domain and the tip of the meristem. Expression of genes in the panels goes from blue (null) to red (twice the optimisation target expression and above) via green (optimisation target). 
